MTV: better news for the MIT masses
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Dr. Seeler said this is because there is a relatively low demand at the Institute, and it is generally agreed that facilities which handle a large quantity of abortions do a better job.

Thus the department serves basically as a referral service. Sometimes, the woman will be sent to a local clinic or hospital, but at other times she will be sent to New York State, where the facilities are more accessible.

The current demand in the Boston area is much greater than there is on the front page of The Tech. 

"There are a couple of ways we would differ from the already existent news media. For example, I think there is more news in the front page of The Boston Herald than there is on the front page of The Tech. 

"MTV news certainly, but the limit of an MIT student's interest and Vassar Street. Who is President and where we are fighting our last war, or our next one, is also of interest." 

Reynolds continued. "Essentially, however, we will differ philosophically from every news organization now in existence on campus except for WGBH. There is a real difference, in terms of participation and excitement, is an electronic presentation as opposed to a print one.

"There are a lot of electrical engineers at MIT. We are offering them hands-on TV experience, and a chance to solve some of our problem, such as syncing two half-inch videotape machines we can edit more easily on them."

There will also be opportunities to operate and improve on other aspects of studio operation, such as switching and special effects, Reynolds stated. Existing campus news organizations have not found it easy to find and maintain a staff, but Reynolds does not feel that there is a limited supply of people interested in news. "We're not just news, we're also technology," he said, "and we offer a different set of personalities to handle with."

Diamond wholeheartedly backs the effort, noting that it ties in with a lot of ongoing MIT concerns. "Wiesner [MIT President Jerome B.] has expressed his opinion that more technology can get us out of the mess than technology has gotten us into. That idea has been sold, and articulate scientists and engineers can do that job if they get the kind of experience that MTV offers."

Diamond points out that TV has become the primary news source of a number of Americans, making it more critical than ever that the medium attract and hold personnel who are component to explain the complexities of technology. Diamond will probably run a seminar on "Television Content and Engineering Systems" this fall, if students express sufficient interest and a departmental umbrella for the course can be found.

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

ALL POPULAR ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS

in stock on display

COMMODORE

MM-2SR

MM-3SR

* SQUARE ROOT  * SQUARE ROOT
* RECIPROCAL  * X^2 KEY
* MEMORY  * EIGHT DIGITS
* % KEY  * RECHARGEABLE
* REG. $119.95

ONLY $109.95

ONLY $69.95

OTHER DISCOUNT MACHINES

Reg. Special

COMMODORE MM-3 69.95 49.95
COMMODORE MM-2 99.95 59.95
Unitrex DAKING 129.95 99.95

OVER 20 OTHER MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

MARKLINE CO INC

767 MAIN STREET, WALTHAM
TOLL 819-6800
OPEN 9-5  WED TILL 8:00 SAT 9-12:30

YOU CAN'T LOSE

Ask For Information At Any Dining Room

Students Center — Walker

MacGregor —— Baker

JOIN YOUR FRIENDS IN THE M.I.T. DINING ROOMS

NO SHOPPING  NO COOKING
NO DISHWASHING  EXCELLENT FOOD
GREAT VARIETY  CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

L.A CARTe  MEAL TICKETS
DAILY SPECIALS  SNACK BARS